
What two things are necessary for a collision to be effective (for a reaction to occur)?

But how does the KE actually contribute to breaking reactant bonds?

As reactant particles approach, their KE (speed) begins to ________________ due to 

______________________________ between the two reacting particles. Since energy cannot 

be destroyed, the KE is _____________________ to __________________ energy (potential 

energy - PE), which is stored mainly in the bonds.  

At particle impact, the KE is at its ____________ and the PE at its _______________.  If 

enough PE built up in the reactant bonds, they will break and the product bonds form, 

resulting in an effective collision and creation of products. 

What happens if not enough PE is built up to break reactant bonds? 

Whether products form or not, when particles move away from one another after impact, 

the KE _______________, therefore the PE ____________________.

As KE , PE      &    as KE , PE       (KE and PE are inversely related)

H--H                  H-- H                         H          H

   +                            |     |                               |    +     |

If the collision is effective, there is a moment in time when reactant bonds are breaking, 

and simultaneously ___________________________.  This structure is called the 

___________________________, as shown in the middle diagram below: 

        Cl--Cl                    Cl-- Cl                            Cl         Cl

       Reactants        Activated Complex                Products

      and simultaneously product

         bonds forming

                           -reactant bonds breaking

Activated complexes are very short lived, and very unstable. It is the point in the collision 

when PE is _______________________________.

When discussing reaction energy from a KE standpoint, the threshold energy is the 

minimum amount of KE needed to cause the reactant bonds to break. But since the KE 

must transfer to PE first, the activation energy (Ea) is the minimum amount of PE needed 

to cause reactant bonds to break.

So, Threshold Energy (KE) = Activation Energy (PE)

Define activation energy:

As a collision is occurring, sketch how PE changes:
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